
An old proverb claims, “What the wise man does in the beginning, the fool does

in the end.” According to Howard Marks, co-chairman of global investment firm

Oaktree Capital Management, that saying summarizes much of what investors

need to know about market cycles and their impact.

In this excerpt from his recent book Mastering the Market Cycle, Marks explains

that while market cycles may not repeat precisely, they have recurring and

recognizable characteristics.

Our job as investors is simple: to deal with the prices of assets, assessing where they

stand today and making judgments regarding how they will change in the future. Prices are affected primarily by developments in two areas:

fundamentals and psychology.

Fundamentals can largely be reduced to earnings, cash flow, and the outlook for the two. They are affected by many things, including

trends in the economy, profitability and the availability of capital.

And psychology — how investors feel about fundamentals and value them — is likewise affected by many things, particularly

investors’ level of optimism and attitude toward risk.

There are cycles in the elements mentioned above, and several aspects to each cycle. The themes behind the cycles’ behavior — and the

ways in which they interact and combine — have a repeating, understandable pattern. They all come together — and they combine with

random influences — to cause the behavior of the securities market.

It’s my goal to give you a feel for the cyclical ups and downs of the market. Not for the fact that it rises and falls, or how it has done so in the

past, or what these movements were in reaction to. But rather the forces — and specifically the non-fundamental, non-economic forces —

that cause it to go up and down, often in manic fashion.

If the market were a disciplined calculator of value based exclusively on company fundamentals, the price of a security wouldn’t fluctuate

much more than the issuer’s current earnings and the outlook for earnings in the future. In fact, the price generally should fluctuate less

than earnings, since quarter-to-quarter changes in earnings often even out in the long run and, besides, don’t necessarily reflect actual

changes in the company’s long-term potential.

And yet security prices generally fluctuate much more than earnings. The reasons, of course, are largely psychological, emotional and non-

fundamental. Thus, price changes exaggerate and overstate fundamental changes. Here’s the shorthand version as to why:

Events in the economy and in corporate profits turn increasingly positive.

Positive events feed investor psychology. Emotion and investors’ tolerance for risk rise with those positive events (or sometimes

despite negative ones).

Rising psychology causes investors to be less demanding in terms of risk protection and prospective return.

The combination of positive events, strengthening psychology and the lowering of investors’ return requirements causes asset prices
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to rise.

Eventually, however, the process goes into reverse. Events fail to live up to expectations, perhaps because the environment that

produces them becomes less hospitable, or perhaps because expectations were unrealistically high.

Investors eventually prove that psychology can’t remain positive forever. Cooler heads conclude that prices have reached levels that

are unjustified, or psychology may soften for any of a million possible reasons (or for no apparent reason).

Prices fall when events are less positive or come to be viewed less positively. Sometimes it happens simply because prices have

reached levels that are unsustainable, or because of negative developments in the environment.

Having turned downward, asset prices continue to decline until they fall so low that the stage is set for their recovery.

It’s important to understand the way fundamentals and psychology interact, as described above. But it’s essential that I repeat something

about this process: while the description above is of one that is orderly and sequential, the process is nowhere as neat as this description

may make it seem. The sequence in which these things occur is subject to change.

Sometimes events cause psychology to strengthen, and sometimes improving psychology has a positive impact on events (e.g., bolstering

the economy and corporate profits).

And while it’s obvious that improved investor psychology makes asset prices rise, it’s just as obvious that rising prices make investors feel

wealthier, smarter and more optimistic.

The speed at which things play out is highly variable from cycle to cycle and over the course of a given cycle. And lastly, cycles don’t

necessarily progress smoothly; rather, they can be marked by dips, recoveries and feints along the way.

It’s for reasons like these that investing can’t be described as scientific, and can’t be depended on to work the same every time. The

reasons and results are never the same as in the past, but they’re usually reminiscent of developments we’ve seen before. Regardless of

the imprecision of the process, it’s clear that past events and expected future events combine with psychology to determine stock prices.

Events and psychology also influence the availability of credit, and the availability of credit greatly affects stock prices, just as it feeds back

to influence events and psychology.

In sum, these things all come together to create the market cycle. We hear about it every day, most prominently in connection with the ups

and downs of the stock market, but also with regard to markets for things like bonds, gold and currencies.

Financial theory portrays investors as “economic men” (i.e., objective, rational optimizers). Thus it suggests that the market they collectively

form is what author and investor (and Warren Buffett’s teacher) Ben Graham called a “weighing machine”: a disciplined assessor of the

value of assets.

In stark contrast, however, the truth is that financial facts and figures are only a starting point for market behavior; investor rationality is the

exception, not the rule; and the market spends little of its time calmly weighing financial data and setting prices free of emotionality.

Investment fundamentals are rather straightforward. Past events have already taken place and been recorded, and many people have the

quantitative skills required to analyze them. Current performance is captured in financial statements, which sometimes present an accurate

picture and sometimes require skillful adjustment. And future events are unknown to everyone. Fundamentals aren’t the most variable part

of investing or the part that intrigues me most. And anyway, I can’t write a book telling you how to know more than others about future

events.

The part of investing that fascinates me regards the ways in which investors deviate from the assumption of rationality, and the contribution
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of those ways to the oscillation of cycles.

A large number of elements play parts in this aspect of investment decision making, interfering with the process of arriving at purely

economic decisions. They may come under the headings of human nature, psychology or emotion — the distinction isn’t straightforward or

important for our purposes here — and they absolutely are capable of dominating investor behavior and thus markets. Some but not all vary

cyclically, and they all can affect or exacerbate cycles. Here are the most important influences:

the way investors fluctuate rather than hold firmly to rational thinking and the resulting rational decisions;

the tendency of investors to hold distorted views of what’s going on, engaging in selective perception and skewed interpretation;

quirks like confirmation bias, which makes people accept evidence that confirms their thesis and reject that which doesn’t, and the

tendency of most people to value a dollar lost more highly than a dollar made (or a dollar of potential profit forgone);

the gullibility that makes investors swallow tall tales of profit potential in good times, and the excessive skepticism that makes them

the fluctuating nature of investors’ risk tolerance and risk aversion, and thus of their demands for higher expected returns;

the herd behavior that results from pressure to fall into line with what others are doing, and as a result the difficulty of holding non-

conformist positions;

the extreme discomfort that comes from watching others make money doing something you’ve rejected;

thus the tendency of investors who have resisted an asset bubble to ultimately succumb to the pressure, throw in the towel and buy

(even though — no, because — the asset that is the subject of the bubble has appreciated substantially);

the corresponding tendency to give up on investments that are unpopular and unsuccessful, no matter how intellectually sound, and

finally, the fact that investing is all about money, which introduces powerful elements such as greed for more, envy of the money

others are making, and fear of loss.

Investors have been characterized for at least a hundred years as either “bulls” (optimists who think stocks will rise and behave

aggressively as a result) or “bears” (pessimists who think they’ll fall and who thus behave defensively). Consequently, people apply the

label of “bull market” to a market that has risen, is rising or will rise (it’s quite imprecise) and “bear market” to the opposite.

About 45 years ago — in the early 1970s — I received one of the greatest gifts I was ever given, when an older and wiser investor

introduced me to “the three stages of a bull market”:

the first stage, when only a few unusually perceptive people believe things will get better,

the second stage, when most investors realize that improvement is actually taking place, and

the third stage, when everyone concludes things will get better forever.

The arrival of this simple truth opened my eyes to the notion of investors’ psychological extremes and the impact of those extremes on

market cycles. Like many of the great quotations and adages, it captures disproportionate wisdom in a few simple words. It’s all about the

changeability of attitudes, the pattern they follow over the course of a cycle, and how they contribute to error.

In the first stage, because the possibility of improvement is invisible to most investors and thus unappreciated, security prices incorporate
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little or no optimism. Often the first stage occurs after prices have been pounded in a crash, and the same downtrend that decimated prices

also has wiped out psychology, turning the members of the crowd against the market and causing them to swear off investing forever.

In the last stage, on the other hand, events have gone well for so long — and have been reflected so powerfully in asset prices, further

lifting the mood of the market — that investors extrapolate improvement to infinity and bid up prices to reflect their optimism. Trees generally

don’t grow to the sky, but in this stage investors act as if they will...and pay up for the limitless potential they perceive. Few things are as

costly as paying for potential that turns out to have been overrated.

It follows from the above that someone who invests in the first stage — when almost no one can see a reason for optimism — buys assets

at bargain prices from which substantial appreciation is possible. But someone who buys in the third stage invariably pays a high price for

the market’s excessive enthusiasm and loses money as a result.

The description of the three stages of the bull market offers a lot of wisdom with great economy. But not long after learning about the three

stages, I came across something even better and briefer—essentially the same message in just 14 words: “What the wise man does in the

beginning, the fool does in the end.”

I consider this the number-one piece of investment wisdom and an incredible distillation of the import of cycles. Again, the early

discoverer—who by definition has to be that rare person who sees the future better than others and has the inner strength to buy without

validation from the crowd—garners undiscovered potential at a bargain price. But every investment trend eventually is overdone and bid up

too far, so that the buyer in the end pays up for potential that is overrated. He ends up with capital punishment, not capital appreciation.

“What the wise man does in the beginning, the fool does in the end” tells you 80% of what you have to know about market cycles and their

impact.

Of course, cycles work in both directions, and the depths of the Global Financial Crisis gave me an opportunity to invert the old saying and

describe the three stages of a bear market in my market memo “The Tide Goes Out” (PDF – March 2008):

the first stage, when just a few thoughtful investors recognize that, despite the prevailing bullishness, things won’t always be rosy,

the second stage, when most investors recognize that things are deteriorating, and

the third stage, when everyone’s convinced things can only get worse.

“Capitulation” is a fascinating phenomenon, and there’s a dependable cycle to it, too. In the first stage of either a bull or bear market, most

investors refrain from joining in on the thing that only a tiny minority does. This may be because they lack the special insight that underlies

that action; the ability to act before the case has been proved, and others have flocked to it (after which it’s no longer unappreciated and un-

reflected in market prices); or the spine needed to take a different path than the herd and behave as a non-conforming contrarian.

Having missed the opportunity to be early, bold and right, investors may continue to resist as the movement takes hold and gathers steam.

Once the fad has resulted in market movement, they still may not join in. With steely discipline, they refuse to buy into the market, asset

class or industry group that has been lifted by bullish buyers, or to sell once selling by others has caused prices to fall below intrinsic value.

It’s not for them to join the trend late.

But most investors do capitulate eventually. Once the asset has doubled or tripled in price on the way up — or halved on the way down —

many people feel so stupid and wrong, and are so envious of those who’ve profited from the fad or side-stepped the decline, that they lose

the will to resist further. My favorite quote on this subject is from Charles Kindleberger: “There is nothing as disturbing to one’s well-being

and judgment as to see a friend get rich” [from Manias, Panics, and Crashes: A History of Financial Crises, Basic Books, 1989 – ed.].

Market participants are pained by the money that others have made and they’ve missed out on, and they’re afraid the trend (and the pain)

will continue further. They conclude that joining the herd will stop the pain, so they surrender. Eventually they buy the asset well into its rise
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or sell after it has fallen a great deal. In other words, after failing to do the right thing in stage one, they compound the error by taking that

action in stage three, when it has become the wrong thing to do. That’s capitulation. It’s a highly destructive aspect of investor behavior

during cycles, and a great example of psychology-induced error at its worst.

Of course, when the last resister has given up and bought well into the rise — or sold well into the decline — there’s no one left to fall in

line. No more buyers means the end of the bull market, and vice versa. The last capitulator makes the top or bottom and sets the scene for

a cyclical swing in the opposite direction. The following account from history shows that even the most brilliant among us can fall prey to

capitulation:

Sir Isaac Newton, who was the Master of the Mint at the time of the “South Sea Bubble,” joined many other wealthy Englishmen in

investing in the stock [of the South Sea Company]. It rose from £128 in January of 1720 to £1,050 in June. Early in this rise, Newton

realized the speculative nature of the boom and sold his £7,000 worth of stock. When asked about the direction of the market, he is

reported to have replied “I can calculate the motions of the heavenly bodies, but not the madness of the people.”

By September 1720, the bubble was punctured and the stock price fell below £200, off 80% from its high three months earlier. It turned

out, however, that despite having seen through the bubble earlier, Sir Isaac, like so many investors over the years, couldn’t stand the

pressure of seeing those around him make vast profits. He bought back the stock at its high and ended up losing £20,000. Not even

one of the world’s smartest men was immune to this tangible lesson in gravity! [From the market memo "Bubble.com" (PDF), January

2000].

The progression shown in Table A at left serves to sum up the upswing of the market cycle. The most important thing to note is that

maximum psychology, maximum availability of credit, maximum price, minimum potential return and maximum risk all are reached at the

same time, and usually these extremes coincide with the last paroxysm of buying.

Likewise, the progression shown in Table B outlines what happens in a downswing. In the reverse of the “top” that results from the upswing

of the market cycle, now we see that the nadir of psychology, a total inability to access credit, minimum price, maximum potential return and

minimum risk all coincide at the bottom, when the last optimist throws in the towel.

The progressions outlined here are simplistic, but they are not imaginary. It is absolutely logical that each event will bring on the next one in

both directions... until an illogical extreme is reached and the house of cards collapses. The events don’t always occur in the same order,

and not all are present in every market cycle. But these behaviors are real, and they certainly are elements that “rhyme” in the markets from

decade to decade.

The first time an inexperienced investor lives through an upward market cycle, the beginnings of the progression may seem logical, as the

positives compound in a bull market or bubble. The fact that so much good news and good feeling can end in losses can come as a

surprise. It is inescapable that it will seem so to the uninitiated, of course, because if the progressions weren’t permitted to go on to

extremes on the basis of errors in judgment, markets wouldn’t reach bull market tops to collapse from (or bear market bottoms to recover

from).
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